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What Good is a Certified Technician?

A

ll a person needs to do to call himself a “professional” carpet cleaner
is go to a grocery store, rent a carpet
cleaning machine and “hang out his
shingle”.

Some thoughts from
Howard Burch
Dear Friends,
Carpet cleaning is a
personal service not a
commodity. Your satisfaction depends on the
care and time spent on
the job, as well as on
the skill, knowledge and
expertise of the
cleaner.
The amount of training and expertise cleaning technicians have
ranges from none, to
the highly skilled, who
can competently handle
any textile and situation. My value to you is
my high level of training
and experience.
I invest a great deal
of time and money to be
a knowledgeable and
trained cleaner. I am an
IICRC Certified Master
Textile Cleaner and Sr.
Carpet Inspector. I
keep up with advances in
the industry through
trade associations, conventions, classes and
publications.
The more I know, the
better I can serve you.

Howard Burch

requires continuing education credits to
maintain one’s certifications. Upholstery
cleaning, carpet repair and various other
emergency restoration technician certifications have similar qualifications.

Currently, there is no state or federal licensing required in the carpet cleaning
industry. But certainly, basic training is
needed to be able to deal with the large
range of cleaning situations that can
arise for the cleaner.

Like other industries that require certifications or licensing, it helps protect the
customer, but doesn’t necessarily guarantee you’ll be pleased with the results.
Just because an attorney is licensed
doesn’t guarantee that he will provide
you with the type of service you are lookThe Institute of Inspections, Cleaning,
ing for. Certification does however, serve
Restoration Certifications (IICRC) was
the purpose of establishing a minimum
formed in 1972 as a non-profit certificastandard for the cleaning industry.
tion body that sets and promotes high
standards and technical proficiency
Carpet manufacturers and fiber producers use the IICRC as a channel to voice
within the cleaning industry.
It was started by several
their expectations and concerns for
cleaning their products. As a result,
existing trade associations
within the industry who saw
many companies such as DuPont, Shaw
the need for self-regulation.
Industries and Scotchgard® recommend
The IICRC works with others in related
or require the use of IICRC certified
fields such as carpet and furniture manu- cleaners to maintain warranties and for
recommended maintenance.
facturers and government agencies.
They then act as an international body to
Past episodes of DateLine and 20/20
establish industry accepted cleaning
doing exposés on unethical practices in
standards and to approve certifications
our industry strongly encouraged the use
for cleaning technicians.
of IICRC Certified Firms/Technicians by
Cleaners cannot merely purchase a
consumers. The IICRC seeks to estab“membership”, it is earned through
lish and enforce cleaning standards and
classroom instruction, study, experience a Code of Ethics in the carpet cleaning
and successful completion of formal,
industry.
written exams. In addition, the IICRC

YOU‘LL LOVE WORKING WITH ROYAL CARPET CARE
BECAUSE…
♥ The owner will be the person serving you this time and every time.
♥ I am an IICRC Master Textile Cleaner (#35488).
♥ I use only carpet manufacturers’ tested and approved methods.
♥ You can call me for answers to all your textile questions.
♥ I proudly stand behind my 100% Satisfaction Guarantee .
♥ I personalize my service to meet your needs.

...BECAUSE I CARE !

Maintenance Tips

Keeping
The Enemy Out
Walk-Off Mats Are a Must

Y
Did you know that proper walk–off
mats alone can save the average
household about:

• 200 hours of work a year
• slow down structural
depreciation
• save more that $100 in
cleaning supplies
The cost of good walk-off mats
for the average home is only
about $120. But saving 200
hours of work and 30 minutes a
day from your chore time is BIG
savings for you!
Almost 100% of the dust and
dirt you’re cleaning out comes
from outside. (Eighty percent is
transported in, the rest leaks
through cracks, is airborne or
originates inside.) Proper use of
walk-off mats will stop its infiltration. Ask us how.
Taken from Don Aslett’s book,
Is There Life After Housework?

ou can save your upholstery
fabrics from most liquid spills if
you treat them fast enough. Most
upholstery fabric purchased today
comes treated with a fabric protector such as Teflon® or Scotchgard®. A primary benefit of these
protectors is that they prevent
most spills from penetrating the
fabric for at least 30 seconds. In
those first seconds most spills can
be easily absorbed with a cotton
towel and a damaging stain
thwarted.
Unfortunately, when spills occur
most people are indecisive about
the best course of action. By the
time an absorbant towel is located
and applied to the spill, it is too
late!
Be Prepared!
In your living and family rooms
place a small white cotton hand
towel under a seat cushion to be
used for emergency spills. Advise
everyone in the family where the
towel is located (for example, under
the center cushion). Have a prac-

Will cleaning my carpets
remove the Teflon® or
Scotchgard® carpet
protector ? NO.

tice “spill drill”. Let each family
member imagine there has just
been a spill on a chair. Go to the
sofa, lift the center seat cushion
and pull out the hand towel. Quickly
take the towel to the spill and gently place it on top of the spill (do not
rub, smash or scrub). The towel will
be far more absorbent than the protected fabric. In most cases this action alone can prevent
permanent staining.
Hot spills such as coffee will penetrate the
fabric protector much
faster, so a quick response is vital.
Fabric protector is essential for
keeping your upholstered furniture
looking good for a long time. Always ask if it has been applied
when you purchase a new piece of
upholstered furniture. The protector
will not come off later during proper
cleanings, but it will wear off from
normal use. It should be restored
periodically when you have the fabric professionally cleaned.

protector can be restored to
the fibers after cleaning.

pet, it is possible for metal to
rust or wood stain to bleed into
the carpet, creating a permaIs it OK to walk on the
nent stain. Be sure that any
carpets while they are
furniture that is placed on a
There is no significant loss of still damp from cleandamp carpet has either plastic
carpet protector due to proper ing? YES.
or aluminum foil placed becleaning. However, there is
Walking on damp carpet will
tween the carpet and the furnisignificant loss of carpet pro- not damage it. There are sev- ture.
tector due to normal usage in eral things to bear in mind:
3. Be careful –it’s important!
traffic areas on your carpet.
1. Damp carpets will quickly
When you step from a damp
Carpet protector is a coating
clean the bottom of your
carpet onto a hard surface it
applied to all residential carshoes so it is advisable to
can be very slippery. Place a
pets during the manufacturing thoroughly clean shoes before towel at the doorway on the
process. Normal foot traffic
walking on a damp carpet.
hard surface floor to wipe your
wears this protective coating
2. If any furniture is readjusted shoes as you walk on and off
off the fibers. Carpet
or placed onto the damp car- the carpet.
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